By Peter Dunn

The MIT men's hockey team confronted the University of Southern Maine Huskies last Saturday evening, playing a closely fought first two periods. However, MIT lost all composure in the third period and lost the game 9-2. The Huskies could lose all the first and second periods, but did not cover the vantage of this. In the MIT zone, teams moving the puck well but did not take advantage of the open netmen. A minute later, Gunnar Ousby '88 pounced on the rebound off the goaltender's pad for the goal. The Engineers' game continued to strengthen, with hard play in the USM corners and good chances on shots from the point, but their luck failed them when they get into penalty trouble. Shorthanded 5-0 to 3 on interference and tripping calls, the MIT defense could do little to prevent the USM goal when the puck was lifted over a sprawled Peter Gasparini '88 into the net. The Huskies scored again late in the period on an excellent drive through the MIT defense by the USM captain, but the score was again evened at 2-2 on a second period. Nextman set up an MIT goal early in the second period, Iannone scored unassisted as he stole the puck at center ice, drove up the right wing, and blasted the puck low stickside. Less than two minutes later, USM once again took the lead as a pass from the left boards found a Husky face in front of the net for the easy goal. Already the Engineers were looking tired, foreshadowing the disastrous third period, and the Huskies would never look back. The MIT defense stood its ground, not allowing another USM goal during the period, but the offense was lacking. The Engineers never managed to finish their plays and scored to an ineffective dump-and-chaos.

MIT's weariness finally took its toll during the third period as the team couldn't must an offense whatsoever. The Huskies scored six times in the third period in what amounted to little more than a showing gallery — at times, even though MIT was at full strength, it seemed as if it were playing shorthanded. In many instances the Engineers failed to either pick up the open man in the slot or clear the skater screening the netminder, although often the Engineers were simply too far up the ice as they seemed too tired to catch up to the play. One high point of the period was Gasparini's goal-tending, as he prevented the score from going into double digits with some key saves. The third period of the game against USM was simply dismal, it was pain for any fan to have to watch. One can only hope that this embarrassing defeat will good the Engineers to get their act together. The MIT men's hockey team faces off this Thursday against Tufts, a team they have always played strongly against.

Women's hockey loses to Bowdoin College, 4-1

By Peter Dunn

While the MIT men's hockey team started strong to finish poorly in their game last Saturday, the MIT women's team did poorly in their game last Saturday, playing a closely fought first or second periods, while still not taking advantage of the open space in the Bowdoin zone. Unfortunately, Bowdoin flooded its defensive players in the slot and MIT did not take advantage of the open shots afforded to them from the point. The MIT defense tightened up during the second period, allowing the Bowdoin players closely enough, allowing the Bowdoin Bears a chance to set up their offense and get some scoring opportunities. The lack of defensive coordination resulted in the Engineers' putting themselves behind two goals by the end of the first period. Just over five minutes into the period, a pass from the left circle resulted in Bowdoin's first goal when the puck was backhanded into the net. A minute later, Moreau stepped on a pass from behind the net to the goal mouth. The MIT defense tightened up during the second period, allowing far fewer scoring opportunities as they players were much tighter in the slot. The defense only allowed a fluke short-handed goal after a turnover but shot at the halfway mark. But the Engineers' offense was still stifled as they had trouble setting up in the Bowdoin zone.

The third period proved to be MIT's best as the team put more shots on goal than in either the first or second periods, while still keeping its defense tight. The Engineers had gained their composure and set up their play well in the Bowdoin zone. Unfortunately, Bowdoin flooded its defensive players in the slot and MIT did not take advantage of the open shots afforded to them from the point. The Engineers finally scored its fourth goal at the 4:05 mark of the third period on a screen shot, and it looked like the Engineers might be shut out. Michelle Bougon '88 broke the scoring drought at the 9:40 mark when she drove up the left wing, past one defenseman and around the second, then cut across the goal crease to beat the Bowdoin netminder. Three minutes later Bougon was robbed of the same opportunity as she was hooked to the ice on an almost identical play. The Engineers could not, however, convert on the power play, losing the final score 4-3.

The Engineers played versus the University of Vermont and Colby College the following Saturday, also as part of the tournament, leaving both games by scores of 1-0 and 4-0 respectively. MIT dominated the game against UVM played on Saturday afternoon. The Engineers had far more shots on goal as the luck would not fall in their favor — UVM scored the lone goal of the game on a fluke play. MIT came into Saturday evening game against the highly favored Colby College expecting not to do well. But the Engineers put on the best show of the tournament as they gave Colby a run for their money. The final score of 4-0 certainly did not reflect the intensity of the game. Standout goaltending by Kathy Green '86 and all around excellent play by the MIT team showed the large crowd the stuff of which Engineers are made.
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Men's hockey team loses in weak final period

By Peter Dunn

The MIT men's hockey team confronted the University of Southern Maine Huskies last Saturday, playing a closely fought first two periods. However, MIT lost all composure in the third period and lost the game 9-2. The Huskies could lose all the first and second periods, but did not cover the vantage of this. In the MIT zone, teams moving the puck well but did not take advantage of the open netmen. A minute later, Gunnar Ousby '88 pounced on the rebound off the goaltender's pad for the goal. The Engineers' game continued to strengthen, with hard play in the USM corners and good chances on shots from the point, but their luck failed them when they get into penalty trouble. Shorthanded 5-0 to 3 on interference and tripping calls, the MIT defense could do little to prevent the USM goal when the puck was lifted over a sprawled Peter Gasparini '88 into the net. The Huskies scored again late in the period on an excellent drive through the MIT defense by the USM captain, but the score was again evened at 2-2 on an MIT goal early in the second period, Iannone scored unassisted as he stole the puck at center ice, drove up the right wing, and blasted the puck low stickside. Less than two minutes later, USM once again took the lead as a pass from the left boards found a Husky face in front of the net for the easy goal. Already the Engineers were looking tired, foreshadowing the disastrous third period, and the Huskies would never look back. The MIT defense stood its ground, not allowing another USM goal during the period, but the offense was lacking. The Engineers never managed to finish their plays and scored to an ineffective dump-and-chaos.

MIT's weariness finally took its toll during the third period as the team couldn't must an offense whatsoever. The Huskies scored six times in the third period in what amounted to little more than a showing gallery — at times, even though MIT was at full strength, it seemed as if it were playing shorthanded. In many instances the Engineers failed to either pick up the open man in the slot or clear the skater screening the netminder, although often the Engineers were simply too far up the ice as they seemed too tired to catch up to the play. One high point of the period was Gasparini's goal-tending, as he prevented the score from going into double digits with some key saves. The third period of the game against USM was simply dismal, it was pain for any fan to have to watch. One can only hope that this embarrassing defeat will good the Engineers to get their act together. The MIT men's hockey team faces off this Thursday against Tufts, a team they have always played strongly against.
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